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Simulating Dark Matter and Galaxies



•Old results from dark matter simulations + code comparison

•How do galaxies get there baryons?

•The imprint of reionisation

 

on the Local Group

•Hydrodynamical

 

code comparison





The N-body technique

The collisionless Boltzmann equation is the fundamental 
equation of a collisionless system
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Where ( , , , , , ) is the phase space density.
This can be combined with Poissons eq
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Solving these equations using finite 
difference techniques is impractical 
therefore solve the equations of motions of 
N particles directly. The N particles are a 
Monte-Carlo realisation of the true initial 
conditions. ( )1/ 22 2
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zBox1:   (Stadel

 

& Moore 2002)   
288 AMD MP2200+ processors, 144 Gigs ram
Compact, easy to cool and maintain
Very fast Dolphin/SCI interconnects -

 

4 Gbit/s, 
microsecond latency
A teraflop supercomputer for $500,000 
Roughly one cubic meter, one ton and requires 40 
kilowatts of power

zBox2 (2006)

500 quad Opteron

 

852’s, 580Gb 
memory, 65Tb disk, 3d-SCI low 
latency network.

 

zBox2 (2006)

500 quad Opteron

 

852’s, 580Gb 
memory, 65Tb disk, 3d-SCI low 
latency network.



The formation of a 
cold dark matter 
halo. 

This movie shows 
the density of dark 
matter in physical 
coordinates so that 
you can see the 
expansion of the 
universe.



Stable for 
about 10^70 
Gyrs



Density profiles and derivatives –

 

ART, GRAPE, GADGET, PKDGRAV, TPM

Diemand etal (2004)



Historically the first n-body 
simulations were carried out to 
study the collapse of a cloud of 
stars. (van Albada

 

1968) 

With 100 stars these authors 
found structures similar to 
elliptical galaxies.

However very cold collapses lead 
to a radial orbit instability and the 
system forms a prolate

 

bar.

Numerical simulations show that 
k.e./p.e.>0.2 in order to suppress 
this instability.

Do real dark matter halos form 
triaxial structures??



Universal density profiles from spherical collapse simulations with 
different initial radial profiles…  (Hansen etal in preparation)

T=0

T=10 crossing times



Bolatto, Blitz etal

 

(2001)



DeBlok, McGaugh, Rubin & Bosma

 

(2002) Swaters, Madore, van den Bosch & Balcells

 

(2002)

Confrontation of rotation curves with predictions from numericalConfrontation of rotation curves with predictions from numerical

 

simulationssimulations

Bars heat core? Not all galaxies are barred i.e. M33. Bars are long lived.

Triaxility? CDM haloes are round, should observe 50% galaxies with steeper

 

cusps.



Predictions of CDM on the scales of galaxies and clusters

Cusps vs

 

cores

Still a problem, data better fit by cores.

No really good solutions as yet

Bars don’t do it

Dark matter substructures

Reionisation

 

may work really well

Warm dark matter even better



The formation and future of 
the Local Group of galaxies

z=-1

Which galaxy merges with the MW first?

Sagittarius

Large Magellanic

 

Cloud

M31



We can zoom into a patch 
of the Universe at very 
high spatial and mass 
resolution.

10 solar mass per particle 

10 parsecs force resolution

This is a tiny dark matter halo that 
would surround the Galactic dSph

 
galaxies

3kpc

Draco

10^7Mo



Kleyna

 

etal

 

modelled

 

the cold clump of stars as an unbound 
system which disperses in a cuspy

 

potential. Oscillates as a 
“coherent” system in a core. (All orbital frequencies the same)



Goerdt et al 2006





Goerdt

 

et al (2006) –

 

sinking globular clusters produce core and stall there

Read et al (2006) show that dynamical friction fails due to resonance



Core

 

NFW 

Globular 
starts at 
1.0kpc

Globular 
starts at 
1.6kpc



The first structures in the universe

Diemand

 

etal

 

(2005) earth mass, parsec scale



This is the one of the first objects to form in the Universe at z=60. The halo is smooth, has a 
cuspy

 

density profile, has an earth mass 10^-6Mo and a size of the solar system.
Can be detected as high proper motion gamma-ray sources (Moore et al 2005).

Diemand

 

etal

 

(2005)



But, Zhao et al claimed 
that all microhaloes

 
near the sun would be 
disrupted by 
encounters with halo 
stars











Kazantzidis

 

etal

 

(2004)

Summary of microhalo

 

survival:

Lose>90% of there mass due to tidal heating, encounters 
with stars, substructure

Cores survive intact.



VVcc

 

/V/Vglobalglobal

Satellites, dark and light



n(L)

n(M)



Stoehr

 

etal

 

density profile…



Kazantzidis

 

etal

 

(2004)



Chiara

 

Mastropietro

 

et al.



RESOLUTION

105

Fornax like cuspy halos in a 5:1 orbit within a galactic potential

N=105

N=107

1) Clear difference in the 
evolution of the bound 
satellite mass between
low and high resolution runs.

2) Timescales over which 
the satellite looses 99.9% 
converge between the highest 
resolution cases.  

Three different  mass 
resolutions (N=105,106,107)

Softening = 50pc

N=106



Can only embed dSph’s

 

in CDM halos 
with Vc<25km/s can’t embed 
observed satellites in most massive 
dark matter substructures. (Not a 
simple mass cut-off to star-
formation.)

All observed stellar dispersion 
profiles with many stars and careful 
background subtraction are flat. 
Consistent with exponential sub-

 
dominant light distribution 
embedded in dark matter cusp. 



Hiding 
satellites 
behind 
reionisation





The red regions marked at z=10 are the ≈100 halos that have already collapsed and 
could form stars. These regions are then traced to the final time where most of these 
halos have merged into the galaxy with about 10 satellites surviving in the final halo.

Most of the satellites remain dark since they could not cool gas

 

after re-ionisation.

z=10 z=0

Moore etal

 

(1998, 2001), White & Springel

 

(2000), Diemand

 

et al. (2005)

…showed that the rare peaks have a r^-3 distribution



Kauffmann etal

 
(1993), Bullock etal

 
(2000), Cote etal

 
(2000), White & 
Springel

 

(2000), 
Barkana

 

& Loeb 
(2001),  Moore (2001), 
Tully etal

 

(2002), 
Benson etal

 

(2002) 
Somerville etal

 
(2003), Kravtsov

 
(2004). Kravtsov

 

& 
Gnedin

 

(2005), 
Diemand

 

(2005), 
Gnedin

 

& Kravtsov

 
(2006).



The only rare peaks that survive are those that form furthest from 
the forming galaxy. These are the progenitors of the dSph

 

satellites.

z=10 z=0





Data points are observations 
of the stellar velocity 
dispersions of halo stars by 
Battaglia

 

et al (2005).

Stars which form in the rare 
early dark matter peaks have 
similar spatial and kinematical 
properties (Diemand

 

etal).





What about changing the nature of dark matter?



40Mpc
N=10^7

Andrea Maccio et al

CDM     T=GeV



40Mpc
N=10^7

Andrea Maccio et al

WDM     T=2keV



40Mpc
N=10^7

Andrea Maccio et al

WDM     T=0.5keV



Andrea Maccio et al



CDM n(m)=m^-2
WDM n(m)=m^-1
Data n(L)=L^-1



Halo mass=10^8Mo
N=10^7
R_200=80kpc
V_peak=50km/s

Resolve to 0.5%R_200
=800pc>core

Confirm that mean 
density of halo is lower 
but central cusp 
unchanged.

-1.3

Andrea Maccio et al



•Gas accretion and evidence for a Galactic cooling flow



The measured distribution of “spin” parameter in CDM halos

λ

5/ 2

J E
GM

λ =

10δρ
ρ ≤

0.05 5% of motion in angular momentum.λ = →



The measured distribution of “spin” parameter in CDM halos

0.05 5% of motion in angular momentum.
A disk has >50% of its energy in angular momentum.

Thus if the gas collapses by a factor of ten it will have the
correct angular momentum.

The distribution of obse

λ = →

rved disk sizes (2-20kpc) may reflect 
the scatter in the angular momentum of the dark matter halos.

Hoyle etc...

10δρ
ρ ≤

178
B

δρ
ρ =



NGC 891

How do galaxies get their baryons?



Longer/deeper observations…



Longer/deeper observations…



Cosmological simulations do not form disk dominated galaxies…

(each gas particle is 10^6Mo… resolution effects?)



Tobias Kaufmann etal

 
(2005).

Study cooling of gas 
within CDM triaxial

 
haloes.

Explore convergence in 
numerical parameters, 
spurious angular 
momentum loss, disk 
properties, how the 
gas gets to the disk.

Set up initial 
conditions…



Now allow the gas to cool. Look at the face and edge on projections.

4 million SPH particles, 2 million dark matter particles, 100pc force resolution.
Need particle mass < 10^5Mo to resolve formation of two-phase medium.

•Disk forms from inside out as expected
•Low angular momentum material quickly accretes from the poles
•Gas forms unstable clouds which fall subsonically

 

onto the disk



As baryons cool within dark matter halos, the central potential becomes more 
spherical. The box orbits which support the triaxial shape are destroyed and the 
entire system becomes more spherical –

 

even at radii 10x beyond the baryons

Kazantzidis

 

etal

 

(2004)



Further above the disk the 
gas is rotating more slowly, 
with a dv/dz=-15km/s.

This is similar to what we 
find as the gas sinks via 
dissipation and rotates faster 
by conservation of angular 
momentum.

The gas accretes onto the 
disk in cold clouds.

The disk forms from the 
material cooling preferentially 
along the angular momentum 
axis.

Is this evidence for multiphase cooling flows providing the cold

 

gas for galactic disks?



Cold gas fraction

Total Ang. Mom. Ang.mom

 

loss within a shell 
of initial radius 30-40kpc.

Resolution tests

hot

cold



Large gravitational softening 
suppresses bar formation

Angular momentum loss is large for 
particles that end up near the 
centre

99% J lost



Very high resolution 
mass splitting run: 

50pc force resolution

150Mo per particle

Formation of nucleus by angular 
momentum transfer



•Cold accretion and the origin of polar ring galaxies



NGC 4650A



Andrea Maccio

 

etal

 

(2005) 
serendipitous detection of 
a polar ring galaxy in a 
cosmological hydro-

 
simulation.

Evidence for cold accretion 
on sub-L* scales.

All polar ring galaxies are 
sub L* = expected from 
Keres

 

etal, Birnboim

 

etal.

Long lived in polar orbit.



Dark matter density Cold gas < 300,000k Hot gas > 1,000,000k

Andrea Maccio

 

et al (2006)Andrea Maccio

 

et al (2006)



•Simulating fluids –

 

grids versus sph



Oscar Agertz





Oscar Agertz

 

+ many (2006)

A code comparison sph/grid on turbulent stripping of an infalling

 

cloud







SPH

Grid





Grid code



SPH code





Oscar Agertz

 

et al (2006) “mind the gap”



Summary

•Gas accretion and evidence for a Galactic cooling flow

•A direct measurement of the spin parameter of the Halo

•Cold accretion and the origin of polar ring galaxies

•SPH can’t model gas accretion/interaction
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